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Huffy sports 54 portable basketball system 68395

We are delighted to present the excellent 68395W Spalding 54 in. Portable Polycarbonate Basketball System. With so many available recently, it's great to have a brand you can recognize. Spalding basketball hoops make a great purchase. For this reduced price, the 68395W Spalding 54 in. The portable polycarbonate basketball system
is highly respected and is a popular choice among many people. Huffy Sports Company has included some great touches and this means great value for money. Dunk and go crazy. Spalding 54 inside. The portable polycarbonate basketball system features a steel sand slam rim, weather-resistant internet and 54-inch polycarbonate
backboard. Its sturdy construction ensures it will withstand the most intense gameplay. An aluminum frame and a wheeled base provide mobility. Safety cushion included. About Spalding Established by Boston Red Stockings pitcher A.G. Spalding and his brother, J. Walter Spalding, in 1876, the business (or its successors) has been
developing innovative products ever since. From the development of the first football, to the production of the first basketball for Dr. James Naismith, to the latest advances in INFUSION innovation (balls with built-in bombs), Spalding has really been at the forefront of the sporting goods market for over a century. True to the vision of the
creators, the company has delivered quality items that show a commitment to craftsmanship in each completed product, every step of the method. Today, these products are produced by Russell Brands, LLC, owner of the Spalding brand. Versatile mobile basketball system. Steel sand closure rim for heavy-duty rings. Square polo shirt
with pad for safe play. The 40-gallon base ensures stability. Use sand or water to fill the base. 54-inch polycarbonate rectangular board. Resistant Internet for all kinds of weather. Backboard dimensions: 54W x 32H inches. Adjustable: 7.5 -10 H ft. Versatile Portable Basketball System Steel Sand Slam Edge for Heavy Duty Hoops Square
Polo with 40 gallon base safe play pad ensures stability Use sand or water to fill the base Watch YouTube Video TOP 10 Best Spalding Portable Basketball Systems to Buy Spalding IP556 iHoop Portable Basketball System Spalding 68454 Portable Basketball System with 5... Model: 68395W MPN: 68395W Our app considers product
features, online popularity, consumer reviews, brand reputation, prices, and many more factors, as well as feedback from our experts. Click the more product information button explore, or read more About Us 10 Spalding NBA 50 Polycarbonate Portable Basketball Hoop This article does not belong to this page. Thanks, we'll look into this.
Read reviews model 68395W (formerly Spalding 68395) is a great basketball goal from Spalding Portable. The phenomenal price and quality give the best explosion for your money. The extra large plate of 54 (average Size is 48) gives you a wide range of bank shots and stability. The high-end look makes your home the place to play
ball. Make your home the place to meet the 68395W. 68395W Backboard Specs: Backboard Dimensions: 54 inch W Backboard Material: Transparent Acrylic Uv Protected. Acrylic is the best material only for 68395W Rim/Hoop Specs tempered glass: Steel regulation size 18 diameter Rim. Hardware configuration: Pro Slam Rim Net
Hooks: Welded steel network hooks (not clip-on) for network fixing. Net: White net for all types of weather. 68395W Pole Tabs: Pole Diameter: 4 Square (Standard Size) Pole Material: Steel with Powder Coated Paint Finish to Avoid Oxide Pole Color: Black Main Post Shape: Round. Main post structure: 3 pieces with top lid to prohibit
rainwater. 68395W Adjustment mechanism: Height adjustment name: Screw socket lift. Metal handle crank on the back of the pull. The turning handle increases or lowers circularly depending on the turning directions. Screw Jack uses proven and familiar technology to raise and lower the backboard. Adjustment increments: Tire height
adjusts from 7.5 feet to 10 feet at any intermediate increment that stops instantly when the handle is stopped spinning. Adjustment height: The lowest height is 7.5 with capacity for 6 years of age and the highest height of 10', which is the regulation height of the high school/NBA. 68395W Portable Base Specifications: Base Material: High
Impact Blow Molded Plastic. Built in bounce from the base. Filling material: 40 gallons of water or sand. Filling plug on top and drain plug on the side for portability. About 50% of the water should be drained to move easily. Spare caps available. Wheels: 2 wheels in front. Tilt forward allows the hoop to roll to another location. Spare bases
available. Warranty of other specifications: 5 years manufacturer's warranty. Copy of receipt required. Tires and backboards damaged by falling are not covered. Please be sure to follow the instructions in the owner's manual to prevent the 68395W bball goal from falling off. Footprint dimensions: n/a Shipping time: 5-7 days from the time
of purchase. FedEx delivered – no signature required. Tracking automatically sent by email to the customer. Dimensions Shipped: 54 inch L x 35 inch W x 13 inch H. See our installer directory for help installing your Lifetime 68395W. Watch YouTube Video Spalding Basketball Hoops with Good Customer Review ©2020 Walmart Stores,
Inc. Inc.
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